Abstract: Chemistry concepts often pose considerable challenges to students at all levels of instruction, from secondary school to all the university courses. The search for options to facilitate clear and complete understanding is a major commitment of chemistry education research. Teaching and learning depend on communication effectiveness. Language is the most fundamental communication tool. Its communication effectiveness in education depends on the degree of rigour and clarity with which sentences are built and assembled to form a text, and on the learners' ability to identify all the information conveyed by the text. Language analysis proves a powerful tool to facilitate full identification of the information in a text. It is also optimal to stimulate further reflection on the various features of a concept through the analysis of frequently occurring errors or of errors in learners' work. After an introduction on the reasons making language analysis a powerful clarification tool, this paper considers illustrative examples from different tertiary-level chemistry courses, to highlight the practical implementation aspects and emphasise the integration between the analysis of chemistry concepts and the language-type analysis of the sentences expressing them. Because of its nature, the approach relies on in-class interactions. It has proved beneficial and rich of potentials for further explorations. The design of options for close collaboration between chemistry teachers and language teachers is expected to become the key for more generalised application.
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1 Introduction

Experience shows that chemistry learning poses substantial challenges at all levels of instruction (from secondary school to university) and for all the aspects – understanding concepts, experimental procedures and problem solving procedures, and being able to relate experimental procedures and observations, or problem solving procedures, to concepts. Learning challenges largely derive from the nature of chemistry as the science of substances, where the understanding of properties and events of the microscopic world of atoms and molecules is the key to understanding the macroscopic behaviours of substances (broader reflections on the relationships between the nature of chemistry and the learning challenges will be incorporated in a separate, philosophy-based work). Students’ difficulties with regard to understanding the particulate nature of matter, or relating it to macroscopic descriptions and phenomena, have been the objects of numerous studies in the last decades; a meaningful review would go beyond the size and the scope of the current work; some pioneering works

The major challenge for educators is the design of options that can help facilitate students’ understanding of chemistry. This work focuses on the utilization of language analysis as a tool to provide clarifications and to engage students actively.

A number of studies (e.g., Munby, 1976; Carre, 1981; Muralidhar, 1991; Sutton, 1992; Lahore, 1993; Wellington & Osborne, 2001; Brooks, 2006; Fang, 2006; Mammino, 2010a, 2010b, 2012a, 2013a; Marshall et al., 2011) indicate the crucial role of language mastery in determining learning success. Teaching and learning depend on teacher-learner communication (including the communication realised through a textbook or other learning resources) and on the learners’ ability to develop thoughts. Language is the most fundamental instrument of thought (Bruner, 1975) and, therefore, of cognitive processes (Chomsky, 1975), as well as the most fundamental communication tool. Communication is a two-side enterprise and its effectiveness depends on crucial aspects for each side. The communication effectiveness of language in education depends on the degree of rigour and clarity (Mammino, 2000) with which sentences are built and assembled to form a text (where the term text includes both written and verbally-expressed sentences or sets of sentences) and on the learners’ ability to identify all the information conveyed by the text, which, in turn, depends on the learners’ language mastery. Therefore, language mastery is a major key for the teaching and learning process and for conceptual understanding.

Learners’ (and sometimes teachers’) language mastery is not always adequate for the demands of science learning. Challenges in this regard have increased in recent decades because of the fast decline in the language mastery level of the young generations (e.g., Baricco, 2006; Mastrocola, 2011). This decline is determined by a variety of reasons, such as the decrease in written and oral expression-training in pre-university instruction, the decrease in the frequency of books-reading and the habit of building oversimplified skeletal sentences prompted by the dominance of SMS-type communication. The consequences comprise increasing difficulties with:

- reading complex sentences (sentences consisting of more than one clause), and corresponding difficulties with complex reasoning – both of which are essential for science learning;
- expressing acquired knowledge, including the description of systems, phenomena, experiments and observations.

In view of this, attention to language in science teaching becomes increasingly important.

The recognition of the diffuse inadequacies in language mastery has already prompted some interventions, such as initiatives to upgrade learners’ language mastery in crucial stages of their learning career, e.g., when first entering university. For instance, since the ability to understand complex sentences and complex discourses plays fundamental roles in science learning, it is necessary to foster it when it is not adequately developed. The recommendations for the Written Italian Service courses meant to upgrade language
mastery for students entering the University of Venice (Italy) a few years ago specifically stressed the objective that students attain “expression and writing abilities including complex discourses” (A. L. 2009). However, such intervention courses, while apt to set some foundations, are not likely to achieve complete solution of the problem, because language and expression training is a long-term process. Therefore, attention to language continues to be essential within the science courses.

The importance of specific attention to language in science teaching is widely recognised. Sutton (2003) envisages science teachers as language teachers and stresses the pedagogical value of underlining the relationships between science development and language development: “When an area of scientific thought is new, the interpretative role of language is central. New ways of seeing what is going on are closely connected with new ways of talking about it” (Sutton, 2003, pg. 21). Brown & Ryoo (2008) speak of “teaching science as a language”.

Specific attention to language in science teaching may take a variety of implementation pathways. For instance, options focusing on “literacy in its fundamental sense” (Norris & Phillips, 2003) imply attention to language and expression by involving the key components of literacy, i.e., reading and writing. Their benefits are extensively reported (e.g., Davies & Greene, 1984; Norris & Phillips, 2008, for reading and Beall, 1991, 1993, 1994; Cooper, 1993; Beall & Trimbur, 1993; Wilson 1994; Castro, 1995; Rossi, 1997; Kovac, 1999; Whelan & Zare, 2003; Ablin, 2008; Mammino, 2013b, for writing within chemistry courses).

This work considers the use of language analysis as an integral component of science teaching. Language analysis is viewed in its fundamental sense: analysis of individual words; analysis of the way in which words relate to each other (e.g., subject and verb; subject, verb and object; noun and adjective); analysis of logical connections between different words in a clause (through prepositions and through words’ mutual positions), between different clauses in a sentence (through logical connectives) and between different sentences in a discourse (identifying its logical framework). In other words, the analysis utilises careful attention to the meaning of individual words and to grammar as support to explanations and as a component of in-class interactions.

Language analysis has a variety of pedagogical roles. It is a powerful clarification tool for science concepts, as it:

- facilitates the identification of the information expressed by a text, on introducing a new concept;
- is apt to stimulate deeper reflection on the various features of a concept through the consideration of how it is expressed;
- is suitable for options such as error-analysis integrating conceptual and language perspectives (Love & Mammino, 1997; Mammino, 2002a);
- is suitable for in-class interactions (actually, it is more effective within interactive approaches).
Thus, language analysis simultaneously trains students to understand what they read or listen, and to use language appropriately when they wish (or need) to express what they have learnt.

2 Methodology

The approach presented here has been developed by the author while working at the University of Venda (UNIVEN, South Africa) in the last 17 years. Like in most cases in Sub-Saharan Africa, UNIVEN is a second-language instruction context, i.e., the language of instruction (English) is different from the students’ mother tongue. This situation is known to pose additional challenges to comprehension and learning, because the mastery of the second language (unavoidably lower than that of the mother tongue) is often inadequate for the needs of science learning (Prah, 1993, 1995, 2002; Benson, 2004; Brock-Utne & Hopson, 2005; Mammino, 2010a, 2013a; Oven-Smith, 2010; Qorro, 2013). Therefore, specific attention to language becomes an essential tool to make understanding possible. The development of the approach was based on careful investigation of the difficulties experienced by chemistry students, considering both specific language aspects (Mammino, 1998, 2005a, 2006a, 2007, 2009) and specific chemistry issues whose understanding or recognition are particularly affected by language difficulties (Mammino, 2001a, 2001b, 2002b, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2006b, 2008, 2011a, 2011b, 2012b, 2012c, 2013c, 2014a).

The development of the approach followed a sort of recursion-type optimization for which any implementation experience is utilised for further improvement to pursue better facilitation of understanding. The development was made possible by the fact that the author’s education comprised extensive humanities background, which enables quick recognition of language-related difficulties and the expertise to deal with them. The approach has been applied within the courses taught by the author, comprising the first year general chemistry course, the second year, third year and first postgraduate year physical chemistry courses and the third year process technology course.

The approach is not codified, but flexible, because it aims at responding in real-time to the specific diverse problems that surface during in-class work. The implementation relies on the recognition of language-related difficulties as soon as they appear and on quick responses to each of them. The options that have proved more effective for language analysis will be described in the next paragraphs and sections (by “more effective” is meant that the options result in the understanding of something that was not clear before the language analysis was performed).

Depending on the focus of attention at a given moment, language analysis may be performed mostly by the teacher or in an interactive way. When the material presented in a lecture comprises complex sentences that need to be understood in a given formulation (such as some definitions or the statements of some laws), it is mostly performed by the teacher, although interactions are utilised whenever possible. More often, it is carried out in terms of error analysis, to highlight how errors in the expression often imply conceptual chemistry
errors. Then, the analysis is performed interactively. The sentence or statement to be analysed is written on the board. The teacher utilises questions to step-wise guide students to reach conclusions (Mammino, 2006c). The questions need to be suitable for each specific case, to stimulate reflection on its relevant features. They are asked verbally to the whole class, and students are invited to answer verbally. In many cases, the first question focuses on the literal meaning of the incorrect statement. Besides being important as a starting point, this also contributes to partially address one of the major identified problems – the fact that students usually do not proofread or verify the meaning actually conveyed by the statements that they write, because they are unaware that careful proofreading could prevent many mistakes or because they do not have the skills to do it efficiently. Each question remains open until at least one student finds the correct answer. In this way, the exercise is a cooperative search for the correct chemistry meaning and for the correct way to express it. The errors proposed for analysis are selected among those that appear more frequently in students’ works, to address concrete problems experienced by many students. Errors that might appear in learning materials are always analysed. Visualisation is also utilised whenever possible, as it reinforces the messages and facilitates clarification (Mammino, 2014b).

3 Examples of the use of language analysis in chemistry teaching
This section presents selected examples to illustrate how the analysis is performed in practice. To increase readability, different aspects of language analysis are grouped under different subsections. Most examples refer to error analysis because of their greater suitability for in-class interactions. The examples are presented in a schematic form (bulleted format) to better highlight the relevant components, although it is impossible to reproduce the richness of verbal interactions. The main components are the following:

- The set of questions utilised to guide students through the analysis. Each question is here identified by a Q. A working context often involves more questions than those reported in the examples.
- The corresponding correct answers, here identified by A and included to facilitate readability. The answers indicated can be generic: for instance, the third A in example 4 says that “any monoatomic ion provides a suitable answer”, but students will usually provide concrete examples (Na⁺, Cl⁻, etc). When suitable, the A may also contain hint to clarifications that are stressed by the teacher. When the answer is only a self-evident yes or no, it is not reported.
- Reference to the reinforcing visualisation options that can be utilised, when suitable.

Each example is preceded by a short comment introducing its main significance. It is important to note that the examples as they are reported here illustrate possibilities: the guiding questions are not rigid (are not always the same, even for the same type of error), because their formulation depends on how interactions develop in a given moment and,
therefore, on students’ responses. And the answers are not rigid, because different students formulate them differently.

3.1 Accurate Selection of Individual Words

Communication in science depends on the words linking the technical terms to build a meaning. These are the common words (verbs, adjectives, prepositions, logical connectives, etc.) pertaining to the language utilized. In any scientific discourse, technical terms (the terms denoting the objects or phenomena of interest in a given science) are immersed in a sea of common words (Mammino, 2006d) which constitute the backbone of the communication. For instance, in the sentence

Bohr made the hypothesis that the angular momentum of the electron in the atom is quantized

the backbone of the sentence, realising the information, are the words Bohr (subject), made (verb), the hypothesis (object), that (logical connective between clauses), of the (expression of a specification), in the (expression of place) and is (verb of the subordinate clause). The technical terms (underlined in the sentence above) are essential, as they are the names of the items about which one is talking, but the expression of the information depends on the common words connecting them. Therefore, the way in which common-language words are used is an optimal object of analysis, because it is tantamount to analyse the details of the information conveyed by a sentence.

Example 1. The selection of the subject is a key issue for any clause. When the selection is not correct, the scientific meaning is lost.

- Sentence to be analysed: ideal gases move in a straight line.
- Convenient steps of the analysis:
  - Q. What are we talking about? This implies identifying what is moving in a straight line.
  - Q. What is the correct subject?
  - The molecules of ideal gases.
  - Q. What is the main conceptual issue in question?
  - The difference between microscopic and macroscopic descriptions in chemistry.
- Visualization: students are invited to draw representations of the meanings conveyed by the two sentences – the incorrect one and the one with a correct subject. The visualization of the meaning of the incorrect sentence unavoidably prompts amusement, as they realize the discrepancies between what they wanted to say and what they actually said.

Example 2. The correct matching of subject and verb is fundamental for a sentence to convey a meaning.

- Sentence to be analysed: The equations for real gases consist of the parameters which depend on the chemical nature of gas.
• Convenient steps of the analysis:
  o Q. What is the meaning of the verb consist?
    A. It is used when we want to specify what something is made of, considering all its components.
  o Q. Take one of the state equations of real gases as an example, e.g., the van der Waals state equation. Identify the parameters. Does the equation consist only of those parameters or are there other terms?
    A. There are other terms (the state variables). (The parameters in the van der Waals state equation are $a$ and $b$).
  o Q. Identify the correct verb.
    A. contains, which does not imply that we are listing all the components.

Example 3. It is always necessary to clearly specify what we are talking about.
• Sentence to be analysed: The electrode in which it is reduced is called cathode.
• Convenient steps of the analysis:
  o Q. What is reduced? Can we identify it from the sentence?
  o Q. What happens at the cathode of an electrochemical cell?
    A. A species is reduced.
  o Q. How can we express it correctly?
    A. Possible options are “the electrode at which reduction occurs...”, “the electrode at which a species is reduced...”, or similar ones.
  o Q. What is the main language issue in question?
    A. The importance to specify what we are talking about. This also implies not using undefined pronouns (it, they, and the corresponding adjectives its, their) unless they can be easily related to a previously-appearing noun.

Example 4. Each individual term conveys a specific meaning and it is important to understand it. When considering a definition, it is important to underline the role of each key term, above all when experience has shown that students may tend to overlook the term and its significance.
• Sentence to be analysed: the definition of oxidation number: The oxidation number is a formal charge ascribed to elements on the basis of the conventional criterion that, for each bond, all the electrons are ascribed to the more electronegative element. The operational meaning of the definition is analysed with the help of visualization (Mammino, 2014b). But some individual words require additional emphasis for the concept to be clearly understood. A key word is the adjective formal.
• Convenient steps of the analysis.
  o Q. Why do we speak of formal charge?
    A. Because, in most cases, the charge is not real.
  o Q. What is the specific role of the adjective formal?
A. To inform us that, in most cases, the charge is not real (it is part of our descriptions, a convenient tool in our description of redox reactions).

Q. Can you give an example where the charge is not formal, but real?
A. Any monoatomic ion provides a suitable answer.

Q. Can you give an example where the charge is only formal?
A. The elements in any molecule offer suitable answers.

3.2 Connections of Words in a Clause

The way in which words are connected to build a clause needs to respond to the grammar rules of the language utilised and to conceptual logic, so that the clause can convey identifiable and correct information. The analysis considers all these aspects: grammar-based aspects such as the use of prepositions, the expression of comparisons, etc.; and aspects related to the logic of the expression, including the roles of words in the given context and the presence of all the words that are essential to convey the wanted information.

**Example 5.** A sentence may fail to convey information because not all its components are expressed correctly.

- Sentence to be analysed: *First order reaction does not depend on the initial concentration.*
- Convenient steps of the analysis:
  - Q. What is the literal meaning of this sentence?
    A. It tells us that a phenomenon (a first order chemical reaction) does not depend on the initial concentration.
  - Q. What are the problems with this statement?
    A. It should specify a physical quantity (not a phenomenon) as subject of “does not depend on the initial concentration”. Moreover, it does not specify which concentration we are considering.
  - Q. Does the statement (as it is) relate to anything that we have learnt?
  - Q. Which property of a first order reaction does not depend on the initial concentration?
    A. The half-life of the reactant.
  - Q. Which concentration are we considering? (concentration of what?).
    A. The concentration of the reactant.
  - Q. Build a correct sentence.
    A. In a first order reaction, the half-life of the reactant does not depend on its initial concentration.

**Example 6.** Definitions of chemical equilibrium provided by students often show misconceptions, such as considering that all the concentrations must be equal (Tyson *et al.*, 1999). In some cases, the provided definitions imply meanings that do not correspond to actual misconceptions (to what students actually think), but to lack of awareness of the meaning actually conveyed by the sentence.
Sentence to be analysed: *at equilibrium all the species must be the same.*

Convenient steps of the analysis:

- Q. What is the literal meaning of this sentence?
  A. It tells us the all the species are the same.

- Q. In a situation in which “all the species are the same”, how many species are present?
  A. Only one.

- Q. Is this compatible with the chemical reaction concept?
  A. No, because a reaction mixture needs to contain at least two different species (one reactant and one product).

- Q. What quantity should not change for a reaction at equilibrium?
  A. The concentrations of all the species present (it usually takes some time for students to identify this answer).

- Q. Build a correct sentence.
  A. A chemical reaction is at equilibrium if the concentrations of all the species present in the reaction mixture do not change over a sufficiently long time.

**Example 7.** Prepositions define the role of the other components of a clause (besides the subject and the verb) and, thus, they play key roles in identifying what we are talking about.

Sentence to be analysed: *bonds in ice molecules are stronger than bonds in liquid water.*

Convenient steps of the analysis:

- Q. Which bonds are we considering if we speak of the bonds *in* a molecule?
  A. The bonds between the atoms that form that molecule.

- Q. Are these the bonds that we consider when we compare different phases of the same substance?

- Q. Which bonds should we consider in this case?
  A. The bonds between different molecules.

- Q. Are the molecules in ice different from the molecules in liquid water?
  A. No, because a phase transition does not imply a change in substance.

- Q. Build a correct sentence.
  A. The bonds between water molecules are stronger in the solid than in the liquid.

Visualization: two (or more) water molecules in the correct arrangement to form hydrogen bonds are drawn on the board, and students are invited to identify the bonds *in* the molecules and the bonds *between* the molecules; the meaning of the terms *intramolecular* and *intermolecular* is correspondingly stressed.

**Example 8.** In sentences with more than one clause, if the information in each clause is not complete, the entire sentence may fail to have a meaning.

Sentence to be analysed: *when two elements with different tendencies come into contact, high tendency will give out electrons than the other.*
Convenient steps of the analysis:

Q. The word *tendency* has a broad meaning and remains undefined if we do not specify its nature. Which tendency are we considering in this case?
A. The tendency to be in an oxidised state.

Q. This tendency is a property (a quality, or a physical quantity) of elements. Can a quality or a physical quantity give out electrons?
A. An atom.

Q. What entity can give out electrons?
A. An atom.

Q. What is the literal meaning of the principal clause as expressed here (*high tendency will give out electrons than the other*)?
A. It tells us that one element releases electrons to a greater extent than the other.

Q. Does this make sense in the situation considered here (two elements with different tendencies to be in an oxidised state coming into contact)? Why?
A. When only two elements are present, they cannot both release electrons. If one element releases electrons, there must be another element accepting those electrons. So, the comparison implied by the preposition *than* has no meaning.

Q. Build a correct sentence.
A. When two elements with different tendencies to be in an oxidised state come into contact, the element with higher tendency will give electrons to the element with lower tendency.

3.3 Connections of Clauses in a Sentence

The connections of clauses in a sentence respond to logical relationships such as cause-effect, time sequences, hypothesis-inference, condition-consequence, etc. The conjunctions connecting clauses and expressing these relationships are often called *logical connectives*. In the case of complex sentences, error analysis considers the actual meaning of the statement used as example, its correspondence with the conceptual meaning, the logical relationships relevant to the given case and the way in which they are to be expressed.

Example 9. Cause-effect relationships appear particularly challenging for students, likely because their identification involves simultaneous familiarity with the concepts (chemistry content) and with logic (Mammino, 2006b). Answers stating cause-effect relationships between aspects for which the relationship does not exist are frequent. The analysis aims at identifying why the expressed relationship is not correct and – when possible – at identifying correct relationships. In most cases, however, it is not possible to ask students to build a correct statement, because the incorrect statement relates things that cannot be related.

Sentence to be analysed (a sentence in a report on an experiment requiring qualitative observations of what happens when a piece of a certain metal is dipped in a solution
In test 5, tin has a larger concentration since an electrolytic solution conducts electricity because of the movement of ions in the solution.

- Convenient steps of the analysis:
  - Q. Did we measure conductivity or concentration in the experiment? The question is important to stimulate students to reflect on how a report must focus on what was actually done in the experiment and what can be inferred from it. In the given case, since the experiment was qualitative, it did not involve measurements of conductivity or concentration.
  - Q. What is the meaning conveyed by this statement, literally?
  - Q. Can the fact that electrolytic solutions conduct electricity be the cause of whether the concentration of a certain sample is higher or lower than that of another sample?
    - A. There is no cause-effect relationship between the fact that electrolytic solutions conduct electricity (a general phenomenon) and the value of the concentration of a given solution.
  - Q. What could be the terms of a correct relationship between the ability of electrolytic solutions to conduct electricity and their concentrations?
    - A. Relating the conductivity to the concentration of ions (the higher the concentration of ions in a solution, the higher its conductivity).

**Example 10.** The correct identification of cause-effect relationships is fundamental for the interpretation of experimental information.

- Sentence to be analysed (from a lab report on an experiment on electrolysis): *The phenomena observed in this experiment on electrolysis are non-spontaneous because electrolysis is a process in which a non-spontaneous redox reaction is forced to occur by electric current.*

- Convenient steps of the analysis:
  - Q. Does the second clause (introduced by *because*) actually provide the reason (cause) why the phenomena observed are non-spontaneous?
  - Q. When we discuss an experiment, the reasons for our inferences must be in terms of experimental observations. Does the statement comply with this?
  - Q. Which observations show the non-spontaneity of the phenomena observed?
    - A. The fact that we needed to use electric current for them to occur.
  - Q. Build a correct statement.
    - A. A possible correct statement is “The phenomena observed in this experiment on electrolysis are non-spontaneous because they needed the use of electric current to occur”.

### 3.4 The Logic of a Discourse

The logic of a discourse (a text consisting of more than one sentence) depends on the correct sequence and connections among the different pieces of information forming it. On
explanation, the logic can be highlighted through the analysis of the meaning of each sentence, and of how sentences relate to each other, identifying the different pieces of information and their connections. In some cases, the use of flow-charts proves useful. The analysis of errors in a discourse considers its actual meaning with reference to the given theme, the logic faults responsible for conveying an incorrect meaning, and the correct way of conveying the wanted meaning.

**Example 11.** Models are an essential component of the scientific approach. Understanding and comparing models requires mastery of conceptual aspects such as the meaning of hypothesis, and of language aspects such as the expression of what is real and what is not (e.g., what actually happened and what could have happened but did not happen (Mammino, 2005b).

- Discourse to be analysed: *In Thomson model all the α particles behave in the same way. In Rutherford’s model they behave in different ways.*
- Convenient steps of the analysis:
  - Q. How do we investigate the behaviour of something?
    - A. Experimentally.
  - Q. Do we investigate the behaviour of something through a model?
    - A. No. A model is built after experimental observations have shown some patterns. It enables us to make predictions, which must in turn be verified through experiments.
  - Q. How did the α particles behave in Rutherford experiment?
    - A. They behaved in different ways.
  - Q. Does the discourse above make this clear?
    - A. No. It states what the model predicted, not what happened in the experiment.
  - Q. Consider the whole statement. Does it enable us to know what really happened?
    - A. No. It depicts a scenario where α particles can behave both in the same way and in different ways.
  - Q. How does grammar enable us to distinguish between what actually happened in the experiment and what should have happened if Thomson model were the one corresponding to reality, but did not happen?
    - A. This requires recalling the function of the logical connective *if* and the conjunctive mode of verbs.
  - Q. Build a correct statement.
    - A. In Rutherford experiment, the α particles behaved in different ways. If Thomson model had been true, the α particles should have behaved in the same way.
4 Results

The results of designing and implementing an approach are seen through everyday classroom experience, from students’ responses. The relevant responses may be different for different approaches. The approach outlined in this work is a dynamic one meant for interactions and, therefore, the relevant responses include the level of participation in classroom interactions, the attainment of understanding after a given the exercise is completed and the attitude towards new exercises of the same type when new difficulties are encountered. The major result is that the approach always leads to the understanding of the concept considered. Students’ attitude changes as the course proceeds and they experience the benefits of the approach: their participation in the interactions increases and they increasingly recognise the exercises as an important tool to understand the material. From the teacher’s perspective, these responses constitute a validation of the approach. At the same time, the details of each exercise (how fast students answer, what they answer and what they ask) constitute valuable information for further improvement.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Experience shows that the approach outlined in this work always leads to understanding. However, its utilisation is limited by time constraints: it can be applied to key issues or recurrent errors, but it is not realistic to apply it to each and every sentence utilised in class or present in books, although this would be extremely important for students whose language mastery is inadequate.

The approach requires students’ active engagement to be effective, thus requiring extensive in-class interaction. Questions are viewed as the best way to stimulate students’ attention and to guide reflections through a collaborative search meant to analyse sentences or texts, discuss the associated chemistry concepts and build correct statements after the concepts are completely clear. The guiding questions for each case depend on the statement that is the object of the analysis and on students’ responses during interactions. Therefore, the teacher needs to be able to provide immediate response to any new statement or question from the students, to ensure effective guidance.

The key feature of the approach is the integration between the analysis of chemistry concepts and the language-centred analysis of the sentences expressing them. The examples in section 3 provide basic illustration of how the integration can be realised. However, the language-centred component of the analysis may pose some challenges to chemistry teachers who did not receive extensive humanities education. Therefore, the search for innovative options for collaboration between chemistry teachers and language teachers in the same class may play key roles.

Although some of the errors in the examples considered in section 3 are encountered more frequently in second language contexts (like UNIVEN), similar errors start appearing also in mother-tongue instruction contexts, as the level of language mastery decreases (Mastrocola, 2011). By utilising language analysis as an explanation and reflection tool to clarify chemistry
concepts and favour their internalisation, the approach has potentialities for all contexts. For instance, exercises based on typical language aspects were included in an Italian chemistry textbook (Mammino, 2003c) to stimulate reflection on the chemistry concepts and were encountered positively by teachers.
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